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Supplementary Text 

Genome assembly 

Mitochondrial DNA assembly. To assemble the guppy mitochondrial DNA one paired-end library was 

selected (library ID 3). Due to the high difference in coverage between the genomic DNA and the mtDNA, a 

transcriptome de novo assembler (TRINITY version r2012-03-17 [1]) was chosen to assemble the data with 

default parameters. 

The resulting assembly was screened for components (contigs) that might have originated from the 

mitochondrial DNA. The complete mtDNA from Xiphophorus maculatus (NC_011379.1) was downloaded 

from NCBI and blasted against the assembly (BLASTN version 2.2.21 [2]). Components with significant hits (e-

value < 10-20) were inspected and assembled to build the circular mtDNA. 

The mtDNA (16,538 bp) was annotated using MITOANNOTATOR [3]. All 13 mitochondria genes, 22 tRNAs, 2 

rRNAs, and the d-loop region were found in the guppy mtDNA (Figure S3). Sequence and annotations were 

submitted to GenBank (Accession KJ460033). 

Genome size estimation. According to the ANIMAL GENOME SIZE DATABASE (www.genomesize.com, last 

accessed 2013-09-25), the C-value of the haploid guppy genome is between 0.77 and 1.00 pg, where 1 pg 

corresponds to 978 Mb [4], although genome size may differ among guppy populations [5]. We used all paired-

end libraries to estimate genome size, using a k-mer approach. K-mers were counted using JELLYFISH version 

1.1.6 [6], resulting in an estimate 779.8 Mb for the female genome. Since our assembly is 731.6 Mb, it would 

cover 93.8% of the estimated size. Missing might be regions of extreme GC-content [7] or collapsed repeat 

regions [8]. 

Final assembly screening. During submission of the genome assembly, screening for small sequence 

stretches (<200 bp) flanked by Ns of length greater than 10 bp was done by NCBI. In total, 23 short stretches 

of sequences were removed, with a total of 2,614 bp. Additionally, scaffolds with missing sequence information 

(Ns) at the beginning or the end of a scaffold were shortened (3 scaffolds, 5,522 bp in total).  

 

Assembly validation 

Markers from a recent genetic linkage map (N=5,493, see below section ‘Physical assembly’) were blasted 

(BLASTN version 2.2.27+, e-value < 10-20) against the genome assembly and 94.6% of the markers had a hit 

against the genome (296 markers without a hit). 

The ESTs, contigs, and linkage map markers not found in our assembly may be misassembled contigs or 

contaminants, or strain-specific transcripts, male specific transcripts, or representing regions not present in the 

assembly.  

To evaluate the completeness of the female guppy genome using sequences conserved outside teleost fishes, a 

set of core eukaryotic genes (CEGs) were mapped using Core Eukaryotic Genes Mapping Approach (CEGMA; 

[9]). CEGMA uses a set of conserved protein families to construct alignments between the proteins and draft 

assemblies. The genome assembly was uploaded to the CEGMA website 
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(http://korflab.ucdavis.edu/Datasets/cegma/submit.html, last access 2014-03-21) and evaluation was run with 

default parameters for vertebrate species. The assembled genome contains 223 full-length CEGS out of 248 

highly conserved CEGs (89.9%). Using the less conserved gene set, 433 full-length CEGs out of 458 CEGs 

(94.5%) were found in the guppy assembly.  

 

Physical assembly 

A genetic linkage map with ~800 markers has been published [10]. We updated this map using 184 F2 progeny, 

their parents and grandparents of the previously used cross 157 [10]. Markers for genotyping were retrieved 

following a RAD-seq approach as described [11, 12]. 5,493 markers were used to build a comprehensive 

linkage map using Joinmap4 [13]. This updated genetic map was used to order and orientate scaffolds along the 

23 guppy linkage groups as described below. 

Markers were aligned against the assembled genome (BLASTN, e-value < 10-20) and 5.161 (90.2%) markers could 

be placed with unique hits. We were able to place 284 scaffolds (696.67 Mb, 95.2%) onto linkage groups. Out 

of these, 219 scaffolds (686.42 Mb, 93.8% of the assembly) could be orientated along linkage groups. Details 

are given in Figure 3 and Table S6. 

Thirty-three discrepancies were found between the linkage map and the assembly. The majority (23) occurred 

at the beginning or the end of scaffolds. We did not correct these errors because there may be differences in 

chromosomal composition, e.g. rearrangements, between different guppy populations [5]. The linkage map was 

created using a cross between individuals from the Quare and the Cumaná populations. Both populations are 

quite divergent from the Guanapo population [14], which was used for genome sequencing. The remaining 10 

discrepancies were single markers that aligned to a linkage group not predicted by the genetic map. The total 

number of discrepancies was used to calculate the overall assembly error rate (ε) 

𝜀 =
𝜑
𝜎

 

with φ being the number of incorrectly placed markers and σ the number of scaffolds containing a marker. We 

calculated an assembly error rate of 0.035 (3.5%) for the assembly. This number is an upper bound for ε, 

because local rearrangements between different guppy strains might lead to an increase in ε. 

 

Annotations 

Protein coding genes. For ab initio prediction, the AUGUSTUS web-server [15, 16] was used. First, 

parameters for the prediction process were trained with 4,434 guppy EST sequences randomly chosen from 

NCBI. Next, ab initio prediction was performed resulting in a total of 33,527 gene models. 

For the RNA-seq approach, gene models were assembled using genome-guided TRINITY 

(http://trinityrnaseq.sourceforge.net/genome_guided_trinity.html, last accessed 2012-11-30). RNA-seq reads 

from whole embryos and adult tissues [17] were first normalized using in silico read normalization with TRINITY 

[18]. Normalized reads from each dataset were individually assembled for reconstruction of sample-specific 

transcriptomes. Briefly, reads were first mapped to the reference genome using GSNAP v2012-07-20 [19]. The 
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mapped reads were partitioned into read-covered regions of the genome and reads in each partition were de 

novo assembled with TRINITY.  All transcripts from each assembly were combined and clustered using CD-HIT-

EST version 4.6.1 [20] with default parameters, resulting in 360,506 clusters. To further reduce the number of 

clusters, we first applied USEARCH version 6.0.307 [21] with cluster_fast and 80% identity option on the 

resulting sequences. In a second step, we applied CD-HIT-EST a second time (sequence identity threshold 0.8) 

to get a final set of clustered transcripts. 

The set of clustered transcripts was cleaned with SEQCLEAN (PASA version r2012-06-25) to prepare it as input 

for PASA [22]. PASA was run with a maximum intron length of 100,000 bp. Support for terminal exons was 

calculated with the retrieve_terminal_CDS_exons.pl script delivered with PASA. 

For the orthology-based approach, protein sequences from zebrafish (Danio rerio), stickleback (Gasterosteus 

aculeatus), cod (Gadus morhua), and medaka (Oryzias latipes) were downloaded from ENSEMBL (version 70) [23]. 

For each gene, we extracted the longest amino acid sequence (total = 86,176) and clustered the sequences 

using CD-HIT with sequence identity threshold set to 0.7. This resulted in 48,803 protein sequence clusters. 

Next, the clusters were blasted (TBLASTP version 2.2.27+, maximum intron length 100,000 bp, e-value < 10-5) 

against the draft genome sequence. All protein clusters with confident hits (45,526 sequences) were aligned 

against the guppy draft assembly using EXONERATE version 2.2.0 [24] with the protein2genome model, with at 

least a 60% match to the genome and maximum intron length of 200,000 bp. This approach resulted in 10,627 

orthologous gene models. 

Gene models from all three approaches were combined to build the guppy reference gene set. We used 

EVIDENCEMODELER version r2012-06-25 [25] and used different weights on the prediction methods (weights 

for the different methods: ab initio 4, protein 5, transcript 10). EVIDENCEMODELER was run on 1 Mb genome 

segments with 100 kb overlap to reduce computational burden. The resulting reference gene set contained 

31,902 protein-coding sequences. The predicted gene models are available from the Max-Planck-Institute’s 

website (ftp://ftp.tuebingen.mpg.de/ebio/publication_data/akunstner/; gff - pret.gene_models.20130422.gff, cds - 

pret.gene_models.20130422.cds.fa, proteins - pret.gene_models.20130422.proteins.fa). 

RNA-seq data from several tissues [17] were mapped to the gene models using BOWTIE2 version 2.1.0 [26]. 

Approximately 51% of the RNA-seq reads could be mapped to the genome, covering the majority of the 

predicted gene models (98.4%, 31,390). 

Gene set annotation. All sequences from the reference gene set were uploaded to the ORTHOMCL 

Release V5 website [27]. For approximately 80% of the sequences (25,047), we were able to retrieve an 

assignment to an orthologous group. Additionally, 689 sequences were annotated as within-species paralogs.  

As a second source of annotation, PROTEINORTHO version 4.26 [28] was run (parameters: e-value < 10-5, 

minimum coverage of best blast hit 0.4, minimum similarity for additional hits 0.8) using protein sequences 

from anole lizard (Anolis carolinensis, ENSEMBL 71), chicken (Gallus gallus, ENSEMBL 70), cod (Gadus morhua, 

ENSEMBL 70), fugu (Takifugu rubripes, ENSEMBL 71), human (Homo sapiens, ENSEMBL 71), medaka (Oryzias latipes, 

ENSEMBL 70), mouse (Mus musculus, ENSEMBL 71), platyfish (Xiphophorus maculatus, ENSEMBL 71), stickleback 

(Gasterosteus aculeatus, ENSEMBL 70), tilapia (Oreochromis niloticus, ENSEMBL 71), and zebrafish (Danio rerio, 

ENSEMBL 70). All data was downloaded from ENSEMBL and for each species we kept only the longest protein 
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coding sequence for each ortholog. Thereby we retrieved annotations for 17,317 guppy protein sequences. In 

total, annotations for 25,277 (79.2%) guppy sequences could be retrieved from either ORTHOMCL or 

PROTEINORTHO. Approximately one fifth of the guppy genes (6,625) remain without annotation. 

Gene ontology annotations were found using BLAST2GO version 2.6.6 [29]. First, genes were matched against 

the NCBI non-redundant database (nr) using BLASTX (maximum number of hits retained = 5, e-value < 10-3). 

The resulting matches were then mapped to GO terms (e-value hit filter = 10-6, annotation cutoff = 55, GO 

weight = 5) (databases were accessed 2013-05-22).  

Approximately 35.3% (11,247) of gene models could be assigned at least one GO term (8,276 biological 

process; 9,224 molecular function; 7,001 cellular component).  

Comparison EVM gene set vs. NCBI gene set. To evaluate the completeness of each gene set, three-

way alignments between guppy, medaka and stickleback were created. Coding sequences from medaka and 

stickleback were downloaded from BIOMART (ENSEMBL 70) and orthology relationship to guppy (1:1:1 

orthologs) was identified using PROTEINORTHO version 5.07 (parameter settings: minimum similarity for 

additional hits 0.8, BLASTP+). For the EVM gene set, 7,488 1:1:1 orthologs could be identified whereas 9,870 

could be retrieved for the NCBI gene set. Additionally, we have looked at the number of missing genes. 

Missing genes were defined as ortholog sequences between medaka and stickleback that could not be found in 

guppy. In the EVM gene set 5,346 genes were missing, in the NCBI gene set 3,778. Furthermore, mean and 

median length of the gene models was significantly longer in the NCBI gene set compared to the EVM 

predictions (Mann-Whitney U test, p < 0.001, NCBI mean/median gene length: 2,172 bp/1.557 bp; EVM 

mean/median: 1,060 bp/729 bp). We conclude that the NCBI gene set is more comprehensive compared to 

the EVM gene set and used the NCBI gene predictions for all further analyses. 
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